
Prince
The Purple Storyteller and the Iron Mountain
Once upon a time, in a faraway and freezing land, there lived a little prince born with extraordinary crafting skills. He learned to play his father›s piano 

by yanking the keys to the Batman TV show theme. From that moment on, the connection music-image was a constant in Prince Roger Nelson’s 

work and by the time he left our planet he mastered more than twenty-seven musical instruments  and had written hundreds of stories  in musical, 

cinematographic, theatrical, video clip, comic, photographic or literary language. Today, the world mourns his absence as it (re)discovers his many 

talents (composer, lyricist, multi-instrumentalist, recording engineer, singer, dancer, philanthropist, director, fashion icon) and his mark in the history 

of both music and the show business.

Prince is a lyricist whose work is “unusually rewarding when studied closely, with most of his songs serving a larger narrative, with diverse 

interconnections between each other” . As all storytellers do, this iconoclastic creator allowed us to see, between the lines, much of his stunningly 

rich inner world. We invite you to read beyond his lyrics to learn fun facts about his life, fixations, fears, convictions and achievements. We aim at 

spreading the work and worth of this one-of-a-kind genius and the narrative elements which he bequeathed upon us work as a peep show window 

with views to those landscapes which we are delighted to illustrate in this colorful project.

Prince›s life was a tale itself. Not exactly fairy, it features all the key ingredients of the genre: a limitless talent granted by the Muses, a broken 

childhood, millions of fans, a handful of girlfriends, two wives (although they didn’t live happily ever after, he did compose beautiful odes to them), 

two babies turned into angels, tons of money, a record company-shaped evil witch, a white castle cramped with state-of-art technology and 

camouflaged behind the snow, dark shadows and a glowing light that, from up above, led him back to that paradise he so faithfully believed in.

As a storyteller Prince was sheer avant-garde. Often, he built “symbolic structures that, depending on the listener’s mood, could be read as sensual, 

devotional or both.” His lyrics work as love letters, social commentary, club anthems and beautifully penned short tales. In his fifty-seven years of life 

Prince created characters, aliases and pseudonyms as a way of channeling his unstoppable workflow, creatures that mirror “fascinating divisions of 

his psyche.” His imagination was nourished by diverse sources such as comedian Richard Pryor (by whom he was inspired to create “Jamie Starr”), 

a Parisian hermaphrodite (his blueprint for “Camille”), Batman and the Joker (for “Gemini”) or a Japanese film (for “Tora Tora”). Inspired by The 

Godfather, he nicknamed his girl band “Apollonia 6” and after watching Barbarella he came up with the “Endorphinmachine”, to name but a few 

masterly ideas.

The genius of Minneapolis created many things. A symbol that substituted his birth name; new wave, rock, funk, and jazz bands; costumes, hairstyles, 

movies, a bridal ballet, a videogame, comic books, compound words, an abbreviated way of note-taking, a musical instrument he patented and a 

white mansion devoted to Arts. He appropriated a color and made it his own, mastered a musical subgenre, internationalized it and made it his own. 

And above all, he wrote stories, hundreds of stories. Stories for himself and to present his friends with. Today, thousands of files that comprise his 

legacy sit in a massive warehouse known as Iron Mountain in Los Angeles, California, safe and sound for posterity. And his talent, honored by the 

University of Minnesota which presented him the highest honor: an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters.

Throughout the pages of this tribute book we will dive into the cosmos of one of the most iconic artists of our time, a modern-day pop Mozart. This 

is a guided tour of an iconic lyricist and composer’s masterpieces. Enter the raspberry beret girl, the waitress with a witty smile and a warm bathtub, 

the gigolo voyageur, the lady cab driver, the alphabet street, the crystal ball, the cinnamon skinned young girl, the pretty man, the redeeming rain, 

the future paradise and the way back home. Just like kids, we will indulge ourselves with some of his best lyrics illustrated by some of the most 

talented visual artists nowadays.

And these purple tales will all live happily ever after.

Marcelo Chaparro Santana

a.k.a. Marcellovable

My mother liked to wink at Me. She never told me what it meant  
and sometimes it would b accompanied by a gentle caress of her hand 2 my face.  

But I am quite sure now this is the birth of my physical imagination.5
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